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damage, but might probably have fouled the propellers. Yet
they accompanied her into the bombardment of Alexandria,
where mercifully the Egyptian gunners missed them. The chief
lesson of that engagement was the disadvantage of black powder.
The British warships had to interrupt their fire for quite long
spells in order to let the smoke clear. This gave a direct impetus
to the search for smokeless explosives.
In 1886 appeared the Collingwood (9,500 tons), first of the
'Admiral9 class. She was the earliest battleship built throughout
of steel, though iron remained for ten years more the backing in
the steel-faced 'composite9 armour-plates. The Collingwood had
two pairs of 46-ton breech-loaders, each mounted in a barbette
(i.e. fixed open-topped turret); but she also had amidships a
considerable 'secondary' armament of unprotected 6-inch guns
and light quick-firers. This remained a feature of battleships for
the next twenty years, though as time went on shields and other
protection were introduced for their gun-crews. Their object
was to beat off torpedo-boats, which had gradually become a
serious menace with the development in the seventies of the
Whitehead torpedo. Other early precautions against them
(besides nets) were double-bottoms and water-tight compart-
ments; the Inflexible had 135 of the latter. The development of
gunnery at this stage first brought into controversial prominence
Captain John Fisher, afterwards Lord Fisher of Kilverstone. In
1883 he was appointed to the Excellent, then the Gunnery School
at Portsmouth. He found firing practices still being carried out
with smooth-bores! He substituted modern quick-firers.
Although the tonnage of these battleships seems small by
twentieth-century standards, it represented a vast increase on
the cost of wooden navies. 1886 was only a quarter of a century
from our earliest ifonclad; yet the difference between the Colling-
wood and a three-decker was like that between an express train
and a stage coach. Nor were the new vessels permanent assets
like the old; each fresh type was speedily outclassed. Our naval
estimates, which were £g% millions in 1870, had gone up to
practically £13 millions by 1886. The only Power that we built
against was France, with a fleet much smaller than ours
but usually ahead in novelties. The third naval Power in
Europe was Italy; who was traditionally pro-British, and after
the Tunis episode anti-French. Naval inventions were chiefly
French or American, save for those of the gunmakers—Krupp

